NOTATION
All the matrices will be defined on a complex field. We shall denote by A', A*, p(A), and A t as the transpose, the conjugate transpose, the rank, and the MP (or Moore-Penrose) inverse of A. The MP inverse A t of A satisfies the four conditions: (C1) AAtA = A, (C2) AtAA t = A t, (C3) AA t is Hermitian, and (C4) AtA is Hermitian, and one and only one matrix A t satisfies the above four conditions. An inner inverse (or g-inverse) of A is a matrix G which satisfies (C1), namely, AGA = A. Such a matrix G is denoted by A-; observe that A-A (or AA-) is idempotent of rank p(A) ( = TrAA-= TrA-A, where TrP is the sum of the 98 C.G. KHATRI diagonal elements of a square matrix P). A matrix G 1 which satisfies (C1) and (C3), namely, AG1A = A and AG 1 is Hermitian, will be denoted by A (ta). A matrix G 2 satisfying (C1) and (C4) will be denoted by A (14). I n will mean an n × n identity matrix, and it may be denoted simply by I when there is no question of the order. "If and only if" will be abbreviated "iff".
We shall call I)~ I -M[ the characteristic polynomial of an n × n matrix M, and it will be denoted by AM(A ). Further, ~(M) will denote any eigenvalue of M and )~Nv.(M) will denote any nonzero eigenvalue of M. The product of nonzero eigenvalues of M will be denoted by 1-IXNE(M). . For this purpose, we investigate some properties of idempotent matrices. In this direction, the following Lemma 1 established by Khatri [1] (see also Rao [3] Proof. Let M be an n × n matrix of rank r. Then we can find two matrices F and G of respective orders n × r and r × n such that M = FG and p(M)= p(F)= p(G)= r. Notice that on account of (b), GF is an r × r nonsingular matrix, and
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mM( ~k ) = ~kn-rm GF( ~k ).
Hence, ExX(GF) = Tr(GF) = TrM ~< r and I-Ih(GF) = FIhNE(M). Further, on account of (c), h(GF) > 0. Then the inequality between the arithmetic and the geometric means gives The proof follows from Corollary 1 and Lemma 1 after using
An application of Lemma 3 is given for the distribution of quadratic forms. Let x be an n × 1 complex random vector which is distributed as complex multivariate normal CN(0, I n). Consider the quadratic forms 
min(p(BDA),P(DAS))>~P i~=l H, >~p(BDA)+P(DAS)--P(DA)'
which proves the required inequality. 
Proof. Let S i = NA~-A i. Then, on account of S i being Hermitian, S,(I -N-N) = S*(I -N-N) = A*( A; )*N(I -N-N) = O.
Further, using the Frobenius theorem on ranks,
>1 p(NA;A i ) + p(A;Ai(I -N-N)) -P(A-~Ai ),
and this gives Observe the following points:
(i) If w is real and greater than 1, then 1 -Vrw is a negative eigenvalue of H.
(ii) If w is a negative real number, then nonzero eigenvalues of H are complex numbers. 
